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COLLECTION MANAGEMENT IN RESOliRCE SPARING DEVELOPMENT
OF ESTONIA
Kikas, Konrad
Tallinn Technical University, Estonia
This paper deals with coordinating and fmancing collection development in Estonian
research libraries against the background of rearrangements in these libraries' work
during the period of lately re-established independence.
By 1940 there were some ten large academie and other research libraries developed
in Estonia with collections of ca 1 million volumes. The larger ones were situated in
Tartu: Tartu University Library (650 000 vols), Archives Library of the Estonian
National Museum (100 000 vols) and the Library of the Estonian Learned Society (25
000 vols).
The biggest libraries that were located in Tallinn were the State Library (60000 vols),
the Library of the Estonian Literary Society (80 000 vols) and Tallinn Technical
University Library (21 000 vols). Thus, there was an urgent need of a larger research
library.
After Soviet occupation started in 1940 research libraries were begun to be adjusted
to Soviet patterns. As a matter of fact the foundation of new research and educational
institutions, as well as state industrial enterprises, influenced the formation of the
libraries ' network. The State Library got the status of a central research library of
Estonia . In 1944 the Estonian Medical Library was founded which had also the
functions of a central library. The Library of the Estonian Academy of Sciences was
founded in 1946 to serve the developing system of institutes within the Academy of
Sciences and, in 1968, the Estonian Technical Library started its existence, to serve
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Estonian industry. The Library of the newly opened Estonian Agricultural University
began its work in 1952.
There were suddenly too many libraries in Estonia which caused overduplication of the
literature that was published in the Soviet Union. At the same time the resources to
subscribe to scientific literature from Western countries were extremely scarce.
The speaker is of the opinion that during the past 50 years a number of mistakes have
been made in developing Estonian research libraries. It was not reasonable to found
new libraries in the field of medicine and technology: existent university libraries
should have done their work anyway. It was also inexpedient to have the parallel
development of two large universal libraries in Tallinn - the State Library and the
Library of the Academy of Sciences - because their acquisition profiles overlapped to
a great degree. The expert survey that was carried out in 1964 revealed the necessity
to unite these libraries, but this idea was disapproved of by state authorities.
After restoring the independenee of the Republic of Estonia some rearrangements have
taken place in the Estonian research libraries' network. In 1992 the Estonian Technical
Library was liquidated and its journal and book collections, with corresponding
departments, were incorporated into the Tallinn Technical University Library; patent
and standards departments were reorganized into the libraries of corresponding
institutions (Board of Patents and Standards' Board). The same year also the Estonian
Pedagogical Library was liquidated and its collections were handed over to the Library
of Tallinn Pedagogical University.
No major reforms in libraries of all-Estonian irnportance are planned for the near
future. As of the end of 1994 there are 12 large academie and other research libraries
in Estonia with a total collection of 26.9 million items. Staff number in these libraries
was 1410 (1144librarians and information workers). The list oflibraries, together with
some data, has been given in table 11•
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By now Estonia has free access to the world's information resources. Unfortunately,
in the present transitional period, financial support for research libraries is insufficient.
Therefore the collections grow slowly with new literature. As of 1994, new literature
by purchase comprised 21% and obligatory copies 24% of the acquisitions , but
donations constituted 40% of collection growth and 15% of new literature was
acquired by book exchange. In 1994 the acquisition expenditure comprised 13.7
million EEK (1.7 million DEM). As for the acquisition expenses of the Patent Library,
80% was spent on patents and 20% on joumals . The Library of Standards spent 90%
on standards and 10% on joumals. In the other libraries two thirds of the expenditures
went on joumals and remaining sums were spent on books.
It is natural that the number of acquisitions from Russia has been decreased, but
Estonia needs more information from Western countries. Increasing fmancial support
to research libraries is inevitable, Still , in small countries with lirnited resources , such
as Estonia, libraries must cooperate in supplying information for science, education
and economy and coordinate their work.
In order to coordinate collection development in research libraries some prelirninary
work was carried out by an interlibraries working team: tables were composed
according to the orientations of research work in Estonia and research libraries marked
out which fields they wanted to acquire as thoroughly as possible (mark A) and which
field is acquired selectively (mark B). The tables were filled by the fall of 1994 and
revealed that in Estonia there are two pretenders to A-level acquisition in natural
sciences , medical sciences, social sciences and in the humanities:
· in natural sciences Tartu University Library and the Library of the Academy of
Sciences;
· in medical sciences Tartu University Library and the Medical Library;
· in social sciences Tartu University Library and the National Library of Estonia;




Main research libraries in Estonia in 1994
Library Foundation Collections Acquisition
Year (thous. items) expenditures
(thous. EEK)
National Library of Estonia 1918 3326 1764
University libraries
Tartu University Library 1802 3372 3512
Tallinn Technical University 1919 1448 1669
Library
Estonian Agricultural University 1952 509 309
Library
Tallinn Pedagogical University 1919 346 300
Library
Estonian Academy of Music 1935 229 7
Library
Library of Tallinn Art University 1914 70 24
Other research libraries
Library of Estonian Academy of 1946 2845 4309
Sciences
Archives Library of Estonian 1909 695 56
Literary Museum
Estonian Medical Library 1944 291 145
Estonian Patent Library 1992 13536 1522
Estonian Library of Standards 1992 209 80
ITotal I I 26876 I 13697 I
In the field of engineering there was one candidate for A-level acquisition - Tallinn
Technical University Library; that has already been sanctioned as the Estonian
Resource Library of Technology by Government decree, from September, 16, 1992.
There was only one candidate also in agricultural sciences - the Estonian Agricultural
University Library.
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The acquisition plan of research and special libraries was fixed by the decree of the
minister of culture and education at the end of 1994
2• The common plan comprises
fields of acquisition of each library - in the way they had been marked with A and B
in the tables.
Also the principles of central research libraries' activity were fixed". The tasks of
central research libraries are settled as follows:
1. to collect, preserve and make accessible primary and secondary documents
necessary to their fields of responsibility;
2. to be a centre of interlibrary loan;
3. to be a cataloguing centre for its field of responsibility;
4. to process, analyse and disseminate information about resources and databases
of a given field;
5. to manage cooperation with and information eentres of the same, or
-related field, at home and abroad.
The principles of central research libraries include the clause where it is said that
supplementary financial funds, necessary for the work of a centrallibrary, come from
the State budget through the Ministry of Culture and Education. For the time being this
clause has na validity and, after all, we don't have any basic documents in Estonia
about financing research libraries.
It would have been natural if there had been one fixed central research library for each
field - a national resource library - as it is done in many other countries.
As a result of discussions it was decided that the Library of the Estonian Academy of
Sciences won't apply for the role of central research library in the humanities.
Agreement was achieved also in the matter of medicalliterature: theoretical medicine
is left for Tartu University Library and clinical medicine for Estonian Medical Library.
As for natural and social sciences an agreement was not reached and two libraries hold
the position of a central library . The list of ten central research libraries and their
fields of responsibility was fixed in January 1995 (see table 2)4.
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Table 2
The flelds of responsibility of central research libraries
Fields Libraries
Natural Sciences Tarru University Library;
Library of Estonian Academy of Sciences
Engineering Tallinn Technical University Library
Medical Sciences Tarru University Library (theoretical medicine ) ;
Estonian Medical Library (clinical med.)
Agricultural Sciences Estonian Agricultural University Library
Social Sciences Tarru University Library;
National Library of Estonia (except pedagogy and
psychology);
Tallinn Pedagogical University Library (pedagogy)
The humanities Tartu University Library (except arts);
National Library of Estonia (arts)
Patents Estonian Patent Library
Standards a.o. Estonian Library of Standards
technical documents
Estonian printed Archives Library of Estonian Library museum (1632-);
matter National Library of Estonia (1945-) ;
Library of Estonian Academy of Sciences ;
(Estonian literature in exile)
Estonica National Library of Estonia;
Library of Estonian Academy of Sciences ;
Tarru University Library;
Archives Library of Literary Museum
Baltica Library of Estonian Academy of Sciences ;
Archives Library of Literary Museum
The discussions on coordination of the fields of responsibiliry turned out to be very
heated as several libraries fought for the maintenance or strengthening of their
positions . It is understandable because reforms in the organization of science and
higher education are underway .
In some specialities the instruction is given in two universities . In the academie year
1995 /96 the admission to these specialities will be only in one universiry , where the
relevant scientific base is stronger.
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The last quarter of 20th century is characterized by rapid expansion of higher
education - in OECD countries there are 25 students per 1000 inhabitants on an
average and the goal is to raise this number to 33 by the turn of the century. In
Estonia there were 21 092 students in six universities; 1824 in 7 state higher schools
and 1852 in 7 private higher schools, thus, only 15 students per 1000 inhabitants in the
academie year 1993/945. The goal is to raise this number to 25 by the turn of the
century.
As of 1993 4996 scientists and engineers were engaged in research and development
work in Estonia. 59% of them worked in universities and 22% in the Estonian
Academy of Sciences". Some of the university professors are not engaged in research
and most of the outstanding scientists of the Academy of Sciences don't lecture in
universities.
On the initiative of the Estoman Research Council a survey of the institutions related
to research and development work in Estonia was carried out in 1994. The aim was
te have an adequate pieture of the status of Estonian science and fmd out how the
results of research are used in solving the problems that accompany the development
of society and state. The results of the survey will be the basis for changes in the
system of science and higher education. It has been noted, in the suggestions of the
survey account", that the university is to become a fundamental structure in basic
research of Estonian science; some of the institutes of the Estonian Academy of
Science will be integrated inro universities in the course of two years. The Academy
of Sciences will be turned into a representative body, including scientific societies and
some specific research institutions. Same of the institutions of the Estonian Academy
of Sciences will be reorganized into applied institutes that operate in the domain of
ministries and coordinate the realization of state programmes. Ineffective research
groups under a critical mass, depending on their functionality, will be closed down or
united with groups of similar profile.
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There will be organizational changes also in universities. The profile of Tartu
University will be maintained and proportionally developed. It will be integrated with
four research institutions of the Academy of Sciences which are located in Tartu.
Tallinn Technical University is planned to develop into a full-size technical university,
which means the strengthening most of the components of applied, natural and social
sciences and the humanities. It is planned to integrate Tallinn Technical University
with nine institutions of the Academy of Sciences that are situated in Tallinn.
Reforms in the system of science and higher education will bring about changes in the
work of research libraries. The fields of responsibility will probably be looked over
again. The Law of Public Libraries that was passed in Estonia 1992 provided these
libraries with legal protection". The Law has helped to maintain the libraries ' network
in the present situation of economie difficulties and to guarantee their financing.
According to the Law, finances for public libraries are derived from the State budget
and the budget of local governments . 50% of public libraries' acquisitions expenses
are covered by the State budget, according to the proposals of the Ministry of Culture
and Education. These proposals have been accepted in the State Assembly and entered
in the State budget.
There are no legal guarantees for financing academie and other research libraries in
Estonia. The allocation of budgetary sums sometimes depends on the way the leaders
of research institutions , ministry officials and committees of the State Assembly accept
the libraries' applications .
This year it is planned to compose proposals for financing Estonian research libraries .
Here I'd like to dwell on some standpoints that might be the basis for this . There are
no good examples to be taken from the neighbouring countries but it is possible to get
a number of useful ideas from the proposals of the Research Council of Germany for
financing acquisitions in academie libraties". According to these proposals financial
needs are calculated in consideration of the cost of the literature that corresponds to
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the profile of a university: Table 3 gives the data for the main fields (proposals include
also the data of more special fields). According to the proposals the necessity and cost
of scientific literature in Gerrnan universities are as follows (prices are calculated for
the 1990 acquisition year) - see table 3.
Table 3
The needs of scientific literature in German universities
Fields Monographs Journals Financial needs %
(vols) (titles) (thous. DE:M)
General 2500 1250 312.5 3.9
Natural Sciences 6000 1750 1615.0 20.2
Enginering 6600 2900 1672.0 20.9
Medical Sciences 3000 1300 1025.0 12.8
Agricultural 2300 900 442.5 5.5
sciences
Social Sciences 13800 2590 1373.5 17.2
The humanities 16000 2230 1554.5 19.4
ITotal I 50200 I 12920 I 7995.0 I 100.0 I
Consequently, one set of scientific literature cost 8 million DEM i.e . 64 million EEK,
5 years ago. Considering inflation today's cost is likely to be at least 100million EEK.
But every field of science is not fostered in Estonia, there's no need to obtain the
whole set of scientific literature. The above mentioned surn doesn't include the cost of
patent literature and standards. Also funds for acquisitions on B level and national
literature should be taken into account. Calculations of students' textbooks should also
be grounded on the standards of Gerrnany: teaching materials for 1 student cost 20
DEM or 160 EEK in a year. According to this calculation we need 3.6 million EEK
for teaching materials for Estonian students. Considering the increase of enrolments
in universities the sum will be 6 million EEK per year by the turn of the century.
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Thus, Estonian research libraries need 120 million EEK for acquisitions per year, if
we use the German proposals as a basis for our calculations.
In deciding the proportions of financing, for the fields of responsibility in central
research libraries, the proportion of literature cost, as it is given in table 3, may be
taken as an example. So 20% is to be spent on natural sciences, 21% on engineering,
13% on medical sciences etc. In the case where one field is collected by rwo central
research libraries, the sums of corresponding fields should be divided among them.
The question is, which sums are sensible to be applied from the State budget?
As it is noted above (see table 1), Estonia spent only 14 million EEK for acquisitions
in 12 research libraries in 1994. These libraries' budget for 1995 is ca 26 million
EEK. Resource sparing development of Estonia must be supported by relevant
information. Bearing in mind the fact that in 1994 only 133.5 million EEK were spent
on financing Estonian science (6), we cannot hope that after a couple ofyears research
libraries will get nearly 120 million EEK per year. The budget of libraries can be
increased only year by year, together with the development of the Estonian economy.
I shall have another try to fmd out the cost of scientific literature that is necessary for
Estonia in the near future . The list of technical journals, proposed by the Research
Council of Germany, includes 2900 titles, with the cost of 880 thousand DEM i.e. 7
million EEK, today probably 11 million EEK. Current Conients'? that covers in its
editions the most important joumals of the world, picks out only 830 joumals in
engineering, the expense being 3.8 million EEKll . In the fields of social sciences and
the humanities the Research Council of Germany suggests 4800 titles with the cost of
670 thousand DEM i.e. 5.4 million EEK (today ca 8 million EEK). Current Contents
gives 1375 titles of the most important joumals in social sciences and the humanities
with the cost of 2.5 million EEK. In the case of less important journals, we have to
be restricted to subscribing copies, because quite often only one scientist needs one
artiele from such a joumal in a year. So, if we subscribe to the most important
journals, listed in Current Contents, it will be about 35% of the total cost of joumals
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proposed by the Research Council of Germany. Naturally some of these joumals are
unnecessary for Estonia, but this doesn't influence the calculations because we must
obtain also joumals that are not listed in Current Contents .
If the same proportions are used in reducing the selection of books, the sum needed
for the acquisition of scientific literature will be ca 40 million EEK. If other
acquisition expenses i.e. patent literature, standards, textbooks, Estonian printed matter
will be added to this sum, Estonian research libraries, in order to satisfy the
information needs of science, education and economy, would manage with ca 55
million EEK per year. This goal should be attained in 2-3 years. The financial needs
of Estonian research libraries are likely to be completely satisfied only after the turn
of the century.
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